VIA EMAIL

(LM 2019-030)

February 5, 2019

The Honorable Pat A. Cipollone
Counsel to the President
The White House
Washington, D.C.  20502

Dear Mr. Cipollone:

In accordance with the requirements of the Presidential Records Act (PRA), as amended, 44 U.S.C. §§2201-2209, this letter constitutes a formal notice from the National Archives and Records Administration (NARA) to the incumbent President of our intent to open Clinton Presidential records in response to the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) requests listed in Attachment A.

These records, consisting of 19,503 pages, have been reviewed for all applicable FOIA exemptions, resulting in 2,274 pages restricted in whole or in part. NARA is proposing to open the remaining 17,229 pages. A copy of any records proposed for release under this notice will be provided to you upon your request.

We are also concurrently informing former President Clinton’s representative, Bruce Lindsey, of our intent to release these records. Pursuant to 44 U.S.C. 2208(a), NARA will release the records 60 working days from the date of this letter, which is May 1, 2019, unless the former or incumbent President requests a one-time extension of an additional 30 working days or asserts a constitutionally based privilege, in accordance with 44 U.S.C. 2208(b)-(d). Please let us know if you are able to complete your review before the expiration of the 60 working day period. Pursuant to 44 U.S.C. 2208(a)(1)(B), we will make this notice available to the public on the NARA website.
If you have any questions relating to this request, please contact me at (202) 357-5144 or NARA General Counsel Gary M. Stern at (301) 837-3026.

Sincerely,

B. JOHN LASTER
DIRECTOR
Presidential Materials Division

Enclosure
ATTACHMENT A

Case Number: 2006-0320-F (segment 3)  
Topic: Whitewater

Pages Processed: 1,993  
Pages Restricted: 17  
Pages Proposed for Opening: 1,976

This researcher submitted a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request for material related to the Whitewater Investigation. This segment is devoted to responsive email from the Automated Records Management System. The Clinton Presidential records proposed for opening consists of email containing press articles, memoranda, transcripts of judiciary testimony, the Starr Report, and White House Counsel’s response to the “Starr Report.” The collection includes the testimony of Lloyd Cutler before the U.S. House of Representatives Committee on Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs concerning the “Resolution Trust Corporation inquiries into a failed savings and loan called Madison Guaranty.” This collection contains draft talking points concerning the Ken Starr and the Whitewater investigation. The majority of the collection contains email concerning the Office of Independent Counsel’s transition from an investigation related to Whitewater, to an investigation related to Paula Jones and Monica Lewinsky. Concerning Lewinsky and impeachment, material consists of Kenneth Starr's report to the House of Representatives concerning President Clinton (“The Starr Report”). The collection also contains the preliminary memorandum concerning referral of Office of Independent Counsel; the Submission by Counsel for President Clinton to the Committee on the Judiciary of the United States House of Representatives; and the [Impeachment] Trial Memorandum of President William Clinton.

Case Number: 2017-0714-F  
Topic: Visit of Thabo Mbeki to the United States

Pages Processed: 1,412  
Pages Restricted: 839  
Pages Proposed for Opening: 573

This researcher submitted a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request for records related to a 1994/1995 visit of South African Deputy President Thabo Mbeki to Washington, DC. The Clinton Presidential records proposed for opening consist of briefing books prepared by the NSC and the State Department for use by Vice President Gore in his meeting with Mr. Mbeki and for the meetings of the Gore-Mbeki Commission. Additional records consist of emails between staffers regarding protocol matters, and cables regarding topics for the meetings.

Case Number: 2018-0759-F  
Topic: Jeffrey Levi

Pages Processed: 9,872  
Pages Restricted: 562  
Pages Proposed for Opening: 9,310

Presidential Advisory Council on HIV/AIDS (PAHCA) meetings and discussions, Ryan White CARE (Comprehensive AIDS Resources Emergency) Act Reauthorization, and development of the National Strategy for HIV and AIDS.

This researcher submitted a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request for records related to Pell Grants, particularly as they pertain to prisoners/people with criminal convictions. The Clinton Presidential records proposed for opening consist of correspondence, emails, memoranda, and press clippings. Textual material primarily consists of correspondence from senators and college/university officials urging President Clinton to support the Pell Grant increase. Email consists of press concerning increasing the amount of Pell Grants awarded to prisoners, and reaction to the 1994 Violent Crimes Control and Law Enforcement Act that eliminated federal aid for prisoners.

This researcher submitted a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request for records related to Robert B. "Ben" Johnson and racial disparities in the criminal justice system. The Clinton Presidential records proposed for opening consist of correspondence, memoranda, reports, drafts, statements, news articles, publications and emails. The Staff and Office Files contain draft copies of "Part IV: The Opportunity We Deserve" from President Clinton’s Book on Race; and several reports and news articles relating to drugs, crime, and justice in minority communities and racial attitudes and relations. The records also contain a report from the Miami Dade police department regarding police complaints and race. The emails contain information on the United States Sentencing Commission legislation pertaining to cocaine mandatory minimum sentencing, talking points, remarks, press releases, and news articles on racial issues. There are also emails related to the Office on the President’s Initiative for One America agenda, action plan, weekly reports, and discrimination reports and improvements needed in the criminal justice system. Also included are records pertaining to Ben Johnson’s speaking engagements and meetings with civil rights leaders, and Advisory Board to the President’s Initiative on Race press materials.

This researcher submitted a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request for all records related to the 1996 murder of Paul Edward Tatum in Moscow, Russia on Nov. 3rd, 1996. The Clinton Presidential records proposed for opening consist of emails regarding press coverage of the murder, and emails concerning the disposition of condolence letters to Mr. Tatum’s family.
This researcher submitted a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request for a September 15, 1995 memorandum to FEMA related to presidential communications with the general public during periods of emergency. The Clinton Presidential records proposed for opening consist of the subject memorandum, handwritten notes, and a routing sheet. Contents of these records informs FEMA of requirements regarding use and maintenance of the Emergency Alert System (EAS). It replaces a memorandum on the same subject produced by the Bush Administration in October 1990.

This researcher submitted a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request for material related to Sheldon Adelson. The Clinton Presidential records proposed for opening consist of email correspondence concerning Sheldon Adelson. Email consists of press reports and news summaries that make reference to Adelson. This material contains printed copies from a database that recorded Adelson’s visits to the White House as well as a printed report listing Adelson’s invitations to White House Events. Textual records include a photocopy of a Presidential inscription on a copy of *Between Hope and History* which was sent to Adelson as a gift and a letter to the Jerusalem College of Technology on the occasion of its presenting Adelson an honor.

This researcher submitted a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request for records related to artwork in the West Wing. The Clinton Presidential records proposed for opening consist of transcripts of presidential speeches, news transcripts, and West Wing tour highlights where artwork (paintings/sculptures) are mentioned.

This researcher submitted a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request for records related to the assassination of Chris Hani, the leader of the South-African Communist Party, on April 10, 1993. The Clinton Presidential records proposed for opening consist of cables containing condolence letters from various governments, press releases, press guidance, press briefings, and emails concerning talking points for use in press conferences.
This researcher submitted a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request for unclassified electronic records related to Daniel Ortega, Humberto Ortega, and Violetta Chamorro. The Clinton Presidential records proposed for opening consist of email referencing Daniel Ortega, Humberto Ortega, and Violetta Chamorro. The majority of this material consists of press briefings, presidential remarks, and news analysis containing one or more of these names.

This researcher submitted a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request for folder titles for all PC [Principals Committee] meetings. The Clinton Presidential records proposed for opening consist of folder titles for each of the PC meetings during the Clinton Administration from the National Security Council Records Management System.

###
VIA EMAIL

(LM 2019-030)

February 5, 2019

Bruce R. Lindsey
William J. Clinton Foundation
1200 President Clinton Avenue
Little Rock, Arkansas 72201

Dear Mr. Lindsey:

In accordance with the requirements of the Presidential Records Act (PRA), as amended, 44 U.S.C. §§2201-2209, this letter constitutes a formal notice from the National Archives and Records Administration (NARA) to you, as former President Clinton’s representative, of our intent to open Clinton Presidential records in response to the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) requests listed in Attachment A.

This material, consisting of 19,503 pages, has been reviewed for all applicable FOIA exemptions, resulting in 2,274 pages restricted in whole or in part. NARA is proposing to open the remaining 17,229 pages. A copy of any records proposed for release under this notice will be provided to you upon your request.

We are also concurrently informing the incumbent President of our intent to release these Clinton Presidential records. Pursuant to 44 U.S.C. 2208(a), NARA will release the records 60 working days from the date of this letter, which is May 1, 2019, unless the former or incumbent President requests a one-time extension of an additional 30 working days or asserts a constitutionally based privilege, in accordance with 44 U.S.C. 2208(b)-(d). Please let us know if you are able to complete your review before the expiration of the 60 working day period. Pursuant to 44 U.S.C. 2208(a)(1)(B), we will make this notice available to the public on the NARA website.
If you have any questions relating to this request, please contact me at (202) 357-5144 or NARA General Counsel Gary M. Stern at (301) 837-3026.

Sincerely,

B. JOHN LASTER
DIRECTOR
Presidential Materials Division

Enclosure
This researcher submitted a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request for material related to the Whitewater Investigation. This segment is devoted to responsive email from the Automated Records Management System. The Clinton Presidential records proposed for opening consists of email containing press articles, memoranda, transcripts of judiciary testimony, the Starr Report, and White House Counsel’s response to the “Starr Report.” The collection includes the testimony of Lloyd Cutler before the U.S. House of Representatives Committee on Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs concerning the “Resolution Trust Corporation inquiries into a failed savings and loan called Madison Guaranty.” This collection contains draft talking points concerning the Ken Starr and the Whitewater investigation. The majority of the collection contains email concerning the Office of Independent Counsel’s transition from an investigation related to Whitewater, to an investigation related to Paula Jones and Monica Lewinsky. Concerning Lewinsky and impeachment, material consists of Kenneth Starr's report to the House of Representatives concerning President Clinton (“The Starr Report”). The collection also contains the preliminary memorandum concerning referral of Office of Independent Counsel; the Submission by Counsel for President Clinton to the Committee on the Judiciary of the United States House of Representatives; and the [Impeachment] Trial Memorandum of President William Clinton.

This researcher submitted a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request for records related to a 1994/1995 visit of South African Deputy President Thabo Mbeki to Washington, DC. The Clinton Presidential records proposed for opening consist of briefing books prepared by the NSC and the State Department for use by Vice President Gore in his meeting with Mr. Mbeki and for the meetings of the Gore-Mbeki Commission. Additional records consist of emails between staffers regarding protocol matters, and cables regarding topics for the meetings.

Presidential Advisory Council on HIV/AIDS (PAHCA) meetings and discussions, Ryan White CARE (Comprehensive AIDS Resources Emergency) Act Reauthorization, and development of the National Strategy for HIV and AIDS.

This researcher submitted a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request for records related to Pell Grants, particularly as they pertain to prisoners/people with criminal convictions. The Clinton Presidential records proposed for opening consist of correspondence, emails, memoranda, and press clippings. Textual material primarily consists of correspondence from senators and college/university officials urging President Clinton to support the Pell Grant increase. Email consists of press concerning increasing the amount of Pell Grants awarded to prisoners, and reaction to the 1994 Violent Crimes Control and Law Enforcement Act that eliminated federal aid for prisoners.

This researcher submitted a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request for records related to Robert B. "Ben" Johnson and racial disparities in the criminal justice system. The Clinton Presidential records proposed for opening consist of correspondence, memoranda, reports, drafts, statements, news articles, publications and emails. The Staff and Office Files contain draft copies of "Part IV: The Opportunity We Deserve" from President Clinton’s Book on Race; and several reports and news articles relating to drugs, crime, and justice in minority communities and racial attitudes and relations. The records also contain a report from the Miami Dade police department regarding police complaints and race. The emails contain information on the United States Sentencing Commission legislation pertaining to cocaine mandatory minimum sentencing, talking points, remarks, press releases, and news articles on racial issues. There are also emails related to the Office on the President’s Initiative for One America agenda, action plan, weekly reports, and discrimination reports and improvements needed in the criminal justice system. Also included are records pertaining to Ben Johnson’s speaking engagements and meetings with civil rights leaders, and Advisory Board to the President’s Initiative on Race press materials.

This researcher submitted a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request for all records related to the 1996 murder of Paul Edward Tatum in Moscow, Russia on Nov. 3rd, 1996. The Clinton Presidential records proposed for opening consist of emails regarding press coverage of the murder, and emails concerning the disposition of condolence letters to Mr. Tatum’s family.
This researcher submitted a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request for a September 15, 1995 memorandum to FEMA related to presidential communications with the general public during periods of emergency. The Clinton Presidential records proposed for opening consist of the subject memorandum, handwritten notes, and a routing sheet. Contents of these records informs FEMA of requirements regarding use and maintenance of the Emergency Alert System (EAS). It replaces a memorandum on the same subject produced by the Bush Administration in October 1990.

This researcher submitted a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request for material related to Sheldon Adelson. The Clinton Presidential records proposed for opening consist of email correspondence concerning Sheldon Adelson. Email consists of press reports and news summaries that make reference to Adelson. This material contains printed copies from a database that recorded Adelson’s visits to the White House as well as a printed report listing Adelson’s invitations to White House Events. Textual records include a photocopy of a Presidential inscription on a copy of Between Hope and History which was sent to Adelson as a gift and a letter to the Jerusalem College of Technology on the occasion of its presenting Adelson an honor.

This researcher submitted a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request for records related to artwork in the West Wing. The Clinton Presidential records proposed for opening consist of transcripts of presidential speeches, news transcripts, and West Wing tour highlights where artwork (paintings/sculptures) are mentioned.

This researcher submitted a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request for records related to the assassination of Chris Hani, the leader of the South-African Communist Party, on April 10, 1993. The Clinton Presidential records proposed for opening consist of cables containing condolence letters from various governments, press releases, press guidance, press briefings, and emails concerning talking points for use in press conferences.
This researcher submitted a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request for unclassified electronic records related to Daniel Ortega, Humberto Ortega, and Violetta Chamorro. The Clinton Presidential records proposed for opening consist of email referencing Daniel Ortega, Humberto Ortega, and Violetta Chamorro. The majority of this material consists of press briefings, presidential remarks, and news analysis containing one or more of these names.

This researcher submitted a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request for folder titles for all PC [Principals Committee] meetings. The Clinton Presidential records proposed for opening consist of folder titles for each of the PC meetings during the Clinton Administration from the National Security Council Records Management System.
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